


Di is a litterbug. Her mum gets mad. Litterbugs fill the world with junk.



The next day, there

is junk in Di's bed.



The junk drifts with

her.



Di's pals hate it. It

smells bad.



They run to be rid

of the junk.



Di is left with the

rats.



Di is sad that she is a

litterbug. She wants to stop.



She runs, but the junk and bugs come for her.



Di spots a litterbug

drop a skin by a bin.

She tells them to

stop.



Di gets all of the

junk that she can

and puts it in bins.



There is less and less

junk by her. That is how

to stop it!



Her pals

are glad

she is not

a litterbug

now.
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